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Core Martaa  rrts & Firtness
TO: The New Student and Family 

It is our pleasure to welcome you and your family as a new member of Core Martal  rts and 
Fitness. 

You’ve taken the frst step on a life journey. Martal  rts is not just learned physical skills but 
more importantly it is a way of life in developing a persons mental and moral abilites.

Here at Core Martal  rts we include in our teachings both physical and social skills that will 
beneft you through your life journey.

We are extremely fortunate to have experienced and professional black belt instructors who 
have trained under knowledgeable and gifed Masters in the arts of Judo, Jujutsu and Karate. 

Our instructors take great pride in being knowledgeable of the history and the applicaton of 
the art they teach.

Because of their varied knowledge and experience we have combined the skills and techniques 
used in these arts into our martal arts programs. This will aford you the opportunity to 
experience each discipline, providing you with the ability to decide, if you wish to do so, to 
focus on an individual discipline.   lso, because of this method of teaching and the process we 
use to rank test it is not at all impossible for you to achieve ranking in multple arts through our 
programs. 

We want you and your family to know how much we sincerely care about the progress you are 
achieving in your art, as well as, how you are maturing in your life.   

 s you advance in your martal art training please let us know how we are doing as instructors 
and what we can do to improve your experience. 

Frank Perniciaro     Sam Rodriquez
 Frank Perniciaro Sensei Sam Rodriquez Sensei 



CORE MARTIAL ART STUDENT
RESOURCE PAGE

YOU SHOULD GO TO OUR WEBSITE, COREMAF.COM, AND CLICK

 ON STUDENTS TAB TO ACCESS THE STUDENT RESOURCE PAGE

LOG ON USING Karate01

HERE YOU WILL FIND A COMPLETE STUDENT MANUAL FOR YOUR

 AGE GROUP ALONG WITH OTHER VALUABLE INFORMATION

 ABOUT RULES, PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS, TERMINOLOGY, 

VIDEOS, ETC.  WHICH WILL ASSIST IN GETTING THE MOST FROM

 YOUR MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING



How To Tie A Karate Belt 

 

Start by holding the label end of the belt across your 

abdomen, in front of you. It should hang a couple of inches 

longer than the length you want the belt to be when it is tied. 

Wrap the other end of the belt behind you and around your 

waist. 

 

Wrap the belt around your waist a second time while 

maintaining the position of the label end of the belt. 

 

Tuck the non-label end of the belt under both layers and up. 

Pull both ends to tighten the knot. The label end of the belt 

should still be on your left side. 

 

Fold down the non-label end of the belt. 

 

Tuck the label end of the belt under the other end and over to 

your right side. 

 

Loop the label end of the belt around the other end and 

through the knot.  

 

Pull to tighten the knot. If the belts ends are not the same 

length, untie the knot and adjust the length 

 



CORE MARTIAL ARTS PRINCIPLES

Confidence
To develop self-assurance from the appreciation of one’s own

abilities and qualities

Order
To manage your life such that all components are arranged

logically and to the highest standard of ethical behavior

Respect
Holding others in esteem and to believe you are also good and

worthy of being treated well

Endurance
Having the physical and moral strength to continue on despite

the circumstances
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CORE MARTIAL ARTS & FITNESS DOJO RULES 
 

 

 

In order to maintain a high degree of quality in training, the following rules must apply at all 

times. 

 

1. Loud, profane and abusive language is strictly prohibited. 

2. No horseplay is permitted anywhere in the Dojo. 

3. No personal equipment is to be left in the Dojo overnight. 

4. Gi and training equipment must be kept clean at all times. 

5. All students are requested to keep their fingers and toenails clipped to avoid accidental 

scratching 

6. The rules of personal hygiene must always apply. 

7. Show care and concern for the well-being of your training companions. 

8. As you progress in rank, help those of lower rank as directed by the Sensei/s. 

9. Listen attentively to your Sensei/Instructor and follow his/her instruction(s). 

10. Do not attempt to “TEACH” friends and acquaintances outside the Dojo. 

11. Show respect to everyone at all times. 

12. Perform all necessary ceremonies (Bows), entering and exiting the training area. 

13. Never “SHOW OFF” to anyone. 

14. Never use any knowledge gained except as a last result and in self-defense.  Also, retreat until 

you can retreat no further, and then by all means defend yourself. 

15. Discipline must be maintained at all times. 

16. Cleanup after yourself following training. Do not leave waste or trash behind. 

17. Students are not permitted to depart the training area without the permission of the instructor. 

18. Only “Suwari and Seiza” seated positions are allowed in the Dojo, unless specified. 

19. Class attention will be called by the first student viewing a BLACK BELT or SENIOR 

(DAN) entering the Dojo. 

20. The Dojo Creed will be announced prior to class start time and at the conclusion point. 

21. SAFETY IN PRACTICE MUST BE MAINTAINED AT ALL TIMES. 

22. Limit peer conversations in an effort to gain better knowledge by observation as demonstrated 

by the instructor. 

23. Make every attempt to be on time for class, but if you are tardy quietly enter the training area, 

kneel toward your instructor until you are recognize to enter the training. 

24. All students are required to wear under garments during training sessions. 

25. During kumite (sparring) students are required to wear Headgear, Gloves, Mouth Protection, 

Shin-guards and for males Athletic Supporters/Cups 



Dojo Etiquette 

Proper dojo etiquette is one of the essential aspects of martial arts training, not just in our style but in
every other  kind  of  Asian  martial  arts  as  well.  Etiquette  is  the  way of  showing respect  to  fellow
students, to the dojo, to the sensei, and to all the other senseis throughout history whose dedication and
skills have been passed down to us as the art we now study. 

More importantly, demonstrating proper etiquette is really for ourselves, a small symbol of our efforts
at self-mastery and our pride in being an active participant in something so fascinating and enjoyable as
martial arts.

In any dojo, one of the most important rules of etiquette is behavior. 
 
Since by nature we all learn by trial and error, many things will be forgiven in a dojo, but bad behavior 
is not one of them. This rule applies to every student regardless of their rank, in fact the higher the 
rank, the less tolerance there is for any breach of etiquette. Starting with the "sensei" or "teacher" down
through the "sempai's" or "assistants" in the black belt ranks, and then finally through the "kyu" or 
colored belt ranks. It is the responsibility of each student to make sure that those who follow in their 
foot steps do so with the highest possible level of personal behavior. 

 Personal Appearance: 

Wear a clean (gi) uniform (allowing the belt to remain increasingly soiled and worn is an option 
sometimes chosen to show one’s long, hard work). 

Keep fingernails and toenails trimmed short (for safety reasons). 
 
Take off all jewelry, watches, rings, necklaces, earrings, etc., before class begins. Glasses may be worn 
during standards classes but not during fight classes unless a protective cover is employed. Glasses are 
generally forbidden in formal competition. (medical bands are an exception) 

Long hair may be tied back with a rubber band or other inconspicuous tie. 

Prohibitions: 

No eating in the dojo (except during approved social events). 
No drinking on the deck. 
No profanity in the dojo. 
No horseplay in the dojo. 
No loud talking, laughing or screaming in the dojo. 
No shoes may be worn on the deck. 
No playing or socializing on the deck.
Never argue with a referee. 
Never speak angrily or tauntingly to an opponent 
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Forms of Address: 

Address your dojo’s instructors as Sensei 

Address assistant instructors as Sempai (Any senior instructor who is not a full black belt) or 
Mr./Miss/Mrs. (name).

Kneeling and Rising: 

Seiza 

The "seiza" or "kneeling position" is used most often at the beginning and the end of each class, or 
when you are instructed to sit and watch a demonstration of some kind. 
 
To get into the seiza position from a ready stance, bend down on the balls of both feet then first place 
your left knee on the ground, then your right knee, then sit down and tuck your feet underneath you. Be
sure and always keep your back straight and your shoulders relaxed when sitting in seiza and your 
knees should be aligned with, but not touching, the knees of the person on your right or your left. Rest 
your open hands comfortably on the upper portion of your thighs with your fingers and thumb together 
and pointed slightly inward. At no time should the hands touch the floor. 

When rising from “seiza” perform the above steps in reverse order with your hands raised in front of 
you with tight fists. Then stand in a ready position ("heiko dachi"). 

Bowing:

Standing Bow (Ritsurei)

The standing bow is used to bow into and out of the dojo at the beginning and end of each class, when 
bowing to another student and to the instructor before performing any form of partner training and 
before and after a sparring match. Starting from a "heiko dachi" or "ready stance" bring your feet 
together while at the same time bringing your hands to your sides so you are now in "heisoku dachi" or 
"informal attention stance". Bend forward at the waist to about 45 degrees without letting your arms 
move or leave your side, pause for a second, then unbend. The entire bow should take only a few 
seconds, but it should always be performed with the utmost courtesy and respect. 

Bowing in Seiza (Zarei)

To perform a bow from the seiza position first move your left hand from your left thigh and on to the 
floor about two hand lengths out in front of your left knee with your finger tips pointed inward. Then 
move your right hand from your right thigh and on to the floor about two hand lengths out in front of 
your right knee with your finger tips pointed inward so that your right hand is facing your left hand so 
that your and your index fingers are slightly touching. Now without letting your elbows touch the floor 
lean forward and bow your head stopping this motion just short of touching the back of both your 
hands. The bow is done entirely from the waist and since it is a more formal way of bowing you should
pause for slightly longer than you do when performing a standing bow. When coming up from the bow 
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slide your hands back to their starting position in reverse order, that is your right hand first followed by 
your left hand and then sit up straight in a relaxed posture.

 Upon the call of “tashi,” rise according to the above steps in reverse order. Hands should not touch the
floor. Movement should be smooth, precise and graceful.

When bowing to a partner always keep your eyes focused on theirs, however, when bowing to your 
sensei always be sure that your eyes are looking downward.

When told to do so by the sensei/instructor perform a standing bow to an opponent at the beginning and
end of a kumite (sparring) match or practice engagement,  A handshake following the bow is often 
beneficial when the match or practice engagement has been a rough or difficult one. 
 
An optional bow may be given to the referee during a match when he awards you a point or when he 
gives you a warning or penalty. 

In kata competition, bow to the judges when stepping up to the edge of the competition area on the 
deck, then walk to your starting position and bow again. 

Entering the Dojo or Training Hall 

Upon entering and leaving the dojo/training hall you must always bow in respect to training area.  
Regardless of how many times you enter or leave the dojo/training hall during the course of your 
training, you must always bow in respect. 
 
Arriving Late 

In a dojo, as is it is in life, it is considered bad manners to be late. 
 
Sometimes, however, this may be unavoidable, in which case you will be required to bow in quietly 
and then kneel in seiza just to one side of the dojo entrance. If you arrive while everyone else is also 
kneeling in seiza, do not make any noise what so ever, just wait quietly until the sensei or senior 
instructor acknowledges you and invites you to join the class. This may not happen right away, and it is
important to remember that you must remain kneeling where you are until your are invited in. 
 
Once you are invited to join the class, you must first bow while still kneeling, then get up quickly and 
join the class by finding a place in the last row unless some other space is indicated to you. This may or
may not be your normal place of rank within that particular class.  

Lining Up

At the beginning of each class you will hear the most senior student or sensei call, “line up”. Upon 
hearing this command you must move quickly and quietly to stand in "heisoku dachi" or "informal 
stance" at your appropriate place of rank within that particular class. Depending on the size of the class 
you will often find that your place within the rank of students will vary from class to class. This is to be
expected since the more senior students there are in a class, the further down the line you will be. 
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The line up is done in rank order from right to left facing the “front” of the dojo. As a result, you will 
always have a more senior student to your immediate right. To your immediate left you will then find a 
student of similar or lesser rank and so on down the line until finally at the end of the line you will find 
the newest or most junior student in the class. If you are ever required to start a new row due to the 
number of students ahead of you, be sure to start the row by standing behind the student on the extreme
right end of the line in front of you, be sure that the line you start is of the same width as those in front 
of you, and that you are lined up directly behind the student in front of you.

At the beginning of each class all students will be told to kneel in seiza. The senior student will call a 
bow “Sensei ni rei”. This done as a sign of deep respect to your sensei without whom there would be 
no dojo for you to train in and therefore no one who could pass the art  on to you. In return the sensei 
bows to the entire class as a sign of deep respect to the students who come to train, because without 
students to teach there would be no one for the sensei to pass his or her knowledge on to. 
 
When you are bowing to the sensei you will  say “onegaishimas” which roughly translated means 
“please teach me”. 

Kokyu – this is the command to take long slow breaths in through your nose and out through your 
mouth. It is important to learn to breath not just with the upper portion of your lungs but also from your
lower abdomen or “hara” .Your "hara" is the lowest part of you abdomen and is located approximately 
three fingers widths below your navel. By learning to breath from here you will develop greater power 
and speed as your training progresses. 

Mokuso -This is the command to meditate. 
  
When ”mokuso” is called, close your eyes, lower your gaze, tuck your chin in towards your chest, relax
and quietly begin taking long slow breaths in through your nose and out through your mouth. 
It is during this meditative process that you want to “quiet your mind” and to try and rid yourself of all 
thoughts unrelated to your karate training, you must seek to find an inner sense of peace, or a relaxed 
state of being, this will help you to stay focused through out the training that is about to begin. 

If ”mokuso” is properly used you will over time notice a definite increase in the quality of your 
techniques. 

Mokuso Yame -This is the command to stop meditating. 
 
When “mokuso yame” is called open your eyes immediately and sit up straight. When instructed to do 
so by the sensei quickly rise up by starting with your right foot, then your left foot and stand in "heiko 
dachi" or "ready stance" with your arms raised in front of you with tight fists and await further 
instructions. 
 
It is usually at this time that the sensei or a sempai will lead the class in the "dojo kun" or student creed.
 
The "dojo kun" can best be described as “a verbal affirmation” of certain principles or truths. You must
make a point to learn your dojo's creed as soon as possible and when reciting it always try and speak it 
in unison with the other students, but never so loudly that your own voice stands out from all the rest. 
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It is important that you believe in what you say, and you must then use this belief to help you do your 
very best, not only in the training that lies ahead but also in your daily life outside of the dojo. 

The following is our Student Creed: 

Develop Confidence through the appreciation of my own abilities and qualities
Have Order in my life so everything is arranged logically and to the highest ethical standards
Respect others and to believe I am also worthy of being treated well
Have the physical and moral Endurance to continue on despite circumstances

During Class

When moving from one area of the dojo to another always do it quickly and quietly. When changing 
positions in line be sure not to cut through the lines or to pass in front of anyone else, instead go behind
and around them. 

 
If the sensei indicates that some or all students should move to the side of the dojo, they should do so 
and remain standing unless told to sit. If allowed to sit, use only the kneeling or cross-legged positions. 

Whenever you watch a demonstration, do so respectfully and silently, without leaning on the walls or 
doing anything that would distract others. If you have a questions about any of the techniques that are 
being taught during class never call out, instead always raise you hand and wait to be acknowledged, 
then ask your question in the politest possible terms. 
 
When training with a partner always be sure and bow properly before you begin and after you finish 
your training together. This applies every time you change partners regardless of their rank. 

Entering or leaving the training area during a class session is permissible only with Sensei’s specific 
permission. Permission should be acknowledged with a bow. 

         
End of Class 

When your class is at an end and “line up” is called once again, be sure and quickly line up in in the 
same manner and rank order as you were at the start of your class. Finish as you started, with a positive
attitude and a willing desire to always do your best no matter what lies ahead. 
When bowing out at the end of class, students will say in unison: “Arigato gozaimashita,” (“Thank you 
for teaching me”). 
 
It is very important that the lessons you learn at each class leave the dojo with you. How you use and 
apply these lessons in your everyday life is up to you, but your progress depends on you remembering 
them and building upon them. 
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Exiting the Dojo 

When your class is finished be sure that you exit the dojo in the same manner as you entered it by 
bowing with courtesy and respect. 
 
Once again this is done by standing so you are facing the front wall, be sure that your feet are together, 
keep your legs straight, keep your arms at your sides with your hands open and facing downward along
the seam of your gi and with your fingers and thumb together. Bend forward at the waist to about 45 
degrees, with your eyes looking downward and without letting your arms leave your side, pause for a 
second then unbend. The entire bow should take only a few seconds but it should be performed with 
the utmost courtesy and respect. 
 
Kiai (spirit yell)

A kiai is not unique to karate, but it is a sound that will be unique to each individual student. This 
sound does not come from the throat, but instead it originates deep in your abdomen or "tanden" and is 
usually expressed during the maximum point of attack or defense.  

A kiai is a unique, personal vocalization, brought about by a strong emotional feeling.
 
In martial arts a kiai is most often used at the moment when the students maximum physical and mental
and powers are required in combination with a specific movement or technique. What is learned over 
time over the course of one’s training is to draw on all of  mental and physical energy and focus and 
release this energy for maximum power and effect at the appropriate moment in  performing katas and 
throughout class. A student should not be afraid to kiai loudly. 
 
The overall tone of a class is often set by the level of spirit in the class, which can often be raised with a
strong kiai on a student’s part. A student with a strong kiai will often spur others to work harder as 
well. On the other hand, if the student’s spirit is poor, or the kiai is weak, that student may actually 
bring down the class spirit.  
 
In the end a student’s kiai is as unique as the student is. The student should never be embarrassed by 
what it sounds like. If there is spirit and conviction in the student’s actions then the kiai will always be 
strong. 
 
Kata 
 
 A kata is a series of ore-determined defensive and offensive movements and techniques that have been
handed down from past masters as a means of helping a student to understand and overcome their 
personal physical limitations and at the same time helping the student to develop a strong spirit and a 
peaceful mind. 
 
In the end kata is all about physical and mental control. If students perform katas often enough they 
will eventually come to understand what this means. 
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READ THIS BEFORE YOU CONSIDER QUITTING… 

The first strategy of many who are faced with a problem is to quit. But a man who suffered such severe 
burns on his legs that he faced amputation didn’t quit. Glenn Cunningham became the most successful 
distance runner of his time. 

And a man with less than one year of formal education didn’t quit. Abraham Lincoln became the most 
revered president in history. 

A fragile boy in Scotland, bedridden most of his childhood didn’t quit. Robert Louis Stevenson became
such a masterful story-teller; your great-grandchildren will cherish his books just as you did. 

Now, if you had all three of those strikes against you, nobody would blame you for quitting. But, unless
your legs are severely burned and you’re so fragile you have to stay in bed and you never graduated 
from second grade, why don’t you turn around and get back to work. 
 
The story of successful people, wherever they may be found is the story of people who don’t quit. 

It makes you wonder how many people have stopped just short of winning everything they could 
possibly want – maybe just inches, just one day short of victory. 

Note to Parents:

Parents, we need to ask for your help in ensuring your child receives the best martial arts training. To 
that end, there are a few rules which need to be observed in the dojo. We realize you want your child to
perform at his/her best. So do we. You may at times become excited or anxious during certain class 
events such as sparring drills. These feelings may cause you to want to reach out to your child to help 
them improve. Although your intentions are good they may actually cause just the opposite. 

Therefore, we ask you to please do not call to or talk with your child while class is in session. Should 
you have an emergency that cannot wait until after class, motion to one of the black belt instructors and
speak with them. It is very important for the instructor to have your child’s full attention during class.

If you have a problem with the instruction or something that has happened in class please speak with 
the Sensie directly. We are glad to meet with you and discuss any situation.

Please observe quiet when class is in session. Should you receive a call during class please end the call 
or take it outside of the dojo

If you drop off your child for class you should pick-up him/her inside the dojo. We will instruct the 
child not to leave until you arrive. If you are having someone pick-up your child we will need to know 
this in advance.
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                                 DO means “WAY” or “PATH”and JO means “PLACE”

          DOJO IS THE PLACE OF THE WAY WHERE KARATE IS PRACTICED



Numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Japanese English Japanese English Japanese English Japanese 

0 Zero, rei 26 Ni-jû-roku 52 Go-jû-ni 78 Nana-jû- 

hachi 

1 Ichi 27 Ni-jû-shichi, 

ni-jû-nana 

53 Go-jû-san 79 Nana-jû-kyû 

2 Ni 28 Ni-jû-hachi 54 Go-jû-yon, 

go-jû-shi 

80 Hachi-jû 

3 San 29 Ni-jû-kyû 55 Go-jû-go 81 Hachi-jû-ichi 

4 Yon, shi 30 San-jû 56 Go-jû-roku 82 Hachi-jû-ni 

5 Go 31 San-jû-ichi 57 Go-jû-shichi, 

go-jû-nana 

83 Hachi-jû-san 

6 Roku 32 San-jû-ni 58 Go-jû-hachi 84 Hachi-jû- 

oyn, hachi- 

jû-shi 

7 Shichi, nana 33 San-jû-san 59 Go-jû-kyû 85 Hachi-jû-go 

8 Hachi 34 San-jû-yon, 

san-jû-shi 

60 Roku-jû 86 Hachi-jû- 

roku 

9 Kyû, ku 35 San-jû-go 61 Roku-jû-ichi 87 Hachi-jû- 

shichi, hachi- 

jû-nana 

10 Jû 36 San-jû-roku 62 Roku-jû-ni 88 Hachi-jû- 

hachi 

11 Jû-ichi 37 San-jû- 

shichi, san- 

jû-nana 

63 Roku-jû-san 89 Hachi-jû-kyû 

12 Jû-ni 38 San-jû-hachi 64 Roku-jû-yon, 

roku-jû-shi 

90 Kyû-jû 

13 Jû-san 39 San-jû-kyû 65 Roku-jû-go 91 Kyû-jû-ichi 

14 Jû-yon, jû-shi 40 Yon-jû 66 Roku-jû-roku 92 Kyû-jû-ni 

15 Jû-go 41 Yon-jû-ichi 67 Roku-jû- 

shichi, roku- 

jû-nana 

93 Kyû-jû-san 

16 Jû-roku 42 Yon-jû-ni 68 Roku-jû- 

hachi 

94 Kyû-jû-yon, 

kyû-jû-shi 

17 Jû-shichi, 

jû-nana 

43 Yon-jû-san 69 Roku-jû-kyû 95 Kyû-jû-go 

 

18 Jû-hachi 44 Yon-jû-yon, 

-jû-shi 

70 Nana-jû 96 Kyû-jû-roku 

19 Jû-kyû 45 Yon-jû-go 71 Nana-jû-ichi 97 Kyû-jû- 

shichi, kyû- 

jû-nana 

20 Ni-jû 46 Yon-jû-roku 72 Nana-jû-ni 98 Kyû-jû-hachi 

21 Ni-jû-ichi 47 Yon-jû- 

shichi, yon- 

jû-nana 

73 Nana-jû-san 99 Kyû-jû-kyû 

22 Ni-jû-ni 48 Yon-jû-hachi 74 Nana-jû-yon, 

nana-jû-shi 

100 Hyaku 

23 Ni-jû-san 49 Yon-jû-kyû 75 Nana-jû-go   

24 Ni-jû-yon, 

ni-jû-shi 

50 Go-jû 76 Nana-jû-roku   

25 Ni-jû-go 51 Go-jû-ichi 77 Nana-jû- 

shichi, nana- 

jû-nana 

  



COMMON JAPANESE MARTIAL ARTS TERMS 

 

 

Commands 

 

Hajime (ha’jeh-may) Begin 

Kamae (ka-ma-eh) Take a fighting stance 

Mawate (ma-wa’tay) Turn around 

Yoi (yo-ee) Ready 

Yame (ya-meh) Stop 

Seiza (say’za) Sit back on heels 

Rei (ray) Bow 

Otagaini rei (oh-ta’gay nee ray) Bow to each other 

Kiritsu (kee-reet-soo) Stand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chokuza (cho’kuu-sah) Kneel 

Meto rei (meh’toe ray) Remove your helmet 

Sensei ni rei (sen-say nee ray) Bow to teacher 

Yudansha rei (yu-dan-sha) Bow to group of black belts as a collective 

Onegaishimazu (o’nay’guy’she’mas) Please teach me 

Arigato 

gozaimashita 
(ah’ree’gah’tohgoh’zye’ma’she’tah
) Thank you for teaching me 

Kokyu (co’cue) Take a deep breath 

Mokuso (moe’coo’so) Quiet Meditate 

   



 

Stances  

 
Musubi-dachi (mu-soo’beeda’chee) Stance with heels together toes apart 

Heiko-dachi (hay’kohda’chee) Parallel stance feet shoulder width apart 

Zenkutsu-dachi (zehn-kut’sooda’chee) Forward or Standard stance 

Shiko-dachi (shee’kohda’chee) Straddle stance with toes out 

Neko-ashi-dachi (nay-koh a-sheeda’chee) Cat stance 

Sanchin-dachi (san’cheenda’chee) Hour glass stance 

Kosa-dachi (koh’sada’chee) Crossed leg stance 

Kiba-dachi (kiba da chee) Wide leg stance – horse stance 

Tsuru-ashi-dachi (tsoo-roo-a’sheeda’chee) Crane stance 

 

 

Punching Techniques – Tsuki-waza 

 
Choku-zuki (choh-koozoo’kee) Straight punch 

Gyaku-zuki (yah’koozoo’kee) Reverse punch 

Oi-zuki (oyh-eezoo’kee) Lunge punch 

Tsuki-age (tskee a-gay) Rising punch or Uppercut 

Ura-zuki (oo’razoo’kee) Close punch 

Kage-zuki (ka’geezoo’kee) Hook punch 

Mawashi-zuki (ma-wash’eezoo’kee) Roundhouse punch 

Yama-zuki (ya’mazoo’kee) Two handed U-punch (wide) 

Awase-zuki (aw-wa-sehzoo’kee) Two handed U-punch 

Teisho-zuki (tay’shohzoo’kee) Palm heel straight punch 

Morote-zuki (moh-roh-tehzoo’kee) Double fist punch 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Striking Techniques – Uchi-waza 

 
Haishu-uchi (heye’shoooo’chee) Back hand strike 

Haito-uchi (heye’tohoo’chee) Ridge hand strike 

Shuto-uchi (shoo-tohoo’chee) Knife hand strike 

Teisho-uchi (tay’shohoo’chee) Palm heel strike 

Tettsui-uchi (teht-soo-eeoo’chee) Hammer fist strike 

Mae-hijiate (ma’eh-hee’gee-ateh) Basic front elbow strike 

Tate-hijiate (ta-tehee’gee-ateh) Front uppercut elbow strike 

Yoko-hijiate (yoh-kohhee’gee-ateh) Side elbow strike 

Ushiro-hijiate (oo-shee’rohhee’gee-ateh) Back elbow strike 

Otoshi-hijiate (oh-toh-sheehee’gee-ateh) Downwards elbow strike 

Uraken (oo’rah-ken) Back fist strike 

Yonhonnukite (yon’hohnnoo’kee’tay) Four straight fingers spear hand 

Kakuto-uchi (ka-koo’tohoo’chee) Bent wrist strike 

Keito-uchi (kay’tohoo’chee) Chicken head wrist strike 

 

Kicking Techniques – Keri-waza 

 
Fumikomi (foo’meekoh’mee) Stamping kick 

Fumikiri (foo’meekee’ree) Cutting kick 

Hiza-geri (hee’za gay-ree) Knee kick 

Mae-geri (ma’eh gay-ree) Front kick 

Mae-geri-keage (ma’eh gay-ree kay-a’gay) Front snap kick 

Mae-geri-kekomi (ma’eh gay-reekay’koh-mee) Front thrust kick 

Mae-tobi-geri (ma’ehtoh’bee gay-ree) Flying front kick 

Mawashi-geri (ma-wash’ee gay-ree) Roundhouse kick 

Yoko-geri (yoh-koh gay-ree) Side kick 

Yoko-geri-keage (yoh-koh gay-ree kay-a’gay) Side snap kick 

Yoko-geri-kekomi (yoh-koh gay-reekay’koh-mee) Side thrust kick 

Ushiro-geri (oo-shee’roh gay-ree) Back kick 

Ushiro-geri-keage (oo-shee’roh gay-ree kay-a’gay) Back snap kick 

Ushiro-geri-kekomi (oo-shee’roh gay-reekay’koh-mee) Back thrust kick 

Mikazuki-geri (mee-ka-zoo’kee gay-ree) Crescent kick 

 

 



 

Blocking Techniques – Uke-waza 

 
Ageuke (ah’geeoo’kay) Rising block with forearm above head 

Uchi-uke (oo’chioo’kay) Inside to outside block 

Gedanbarai (gay’danba-reye) Downward block 

Soto-uke (soh’tohoo’kay) Outside to inside block 

Juji-uke (joo’jee-oo’kay) X block or cross block 

Kake-uke (ka’kayoo’kay) Hooking block 

Kakuto-uke (ka-koo’tohoo’kay) Bent wrist block 

Osae-uke (oh-sa-eh oo’kay) Pressing block 

Shuto-uke (shoo-tohoo’kay) Knife hand block 

Nami-ashi (na’meea’shee) Inside snapping block with foot 

 

Other Terms 
Sensei (sen’say) Teacher (literally ‘born before’.) 

Jodan (joh’dan) High level (from the neck upward) 

Chudan (choo’dan) Middle level (from the neck down to the navel) 

Gedan (gay’dan) Low level (from the navel down) 

Kamae (ka-ma-eh) “attitude” or “posture” 

Hidari (hee-da’ree) Left 

Migi (mee’gee) Right 

Hikite (hee’kee-teh) Drawing or pulling hand 

Dojo (doh’joh) Training place (lit. place of the Way) 

Gi (gee) A Karate uniform, dogi or simply called a Gi 

Kime (kee-meh) Focus  

Kata (ka’ta) Forms, the traditional prearranged exercises 

Embusen (ehm-boo sen) The footwork or floor patterns followed when performing kata 

Tori (tau-reh) “Taker”, person performing a technique on the other partner 

Uke (1) (oo’kay) “Receiver”, 1.Partner upon whom a technique is performed 

Kiai (kee’eye) Spirit shout 

Kihon (kee’hohn) Basics or basic training 

Kumite (koo’mee-teh) Sparring or combat 

Bunkai (bun-keye) Analysis of technique and practical kata applications 

Zanshin (zan’sheen) 

“perfect posture” 

 

Kyu (kyoo) “grade”, rank designation below black belt 

Dan (dan) “rank” or “degree”, rank of at least first level black belt 

Ma-ai (ma-eye) Distancing 



     CORE MARTIAL ARTS RANK TEST REQUIREMENTS

RANK KATAS KIHON (Basics)

Kukyū

Ages 11 & Under Taikyoku Shodan Formal Bow, Tie Obi, Count to 10, Basics in Zenkutsu Dachi - 
Recite the Dojo Creed

Hachikyu Taikyoku Shodan
 Taikyoku Sandan 

Basics Zenkutsu Dachi - Kumite Ippon one step  Zenkutsu Dachi  

Nanakyū Heian Shodan 
Ten No Kata Sho

Basics Zenkutsu Dachi – Kumite Ippon in Jiyu (free) Dachi
(freestyle stance/fighting stance)  

Rokkyū  Heian Nidan 
Heian Sandan 

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch   Kumite Nihon
(two steps) Jiyu Dachi 

 Gokyū Heian Yondan 
 Heian Godan 

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch   Kumite Sanbon
(three steps) Jiyu Dachi 

Yonkyū Chinte,
Bassi Sho 

Any Heian Kata 

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch –  –  Kumite
freestyle in Jiyu Dachi (2 matches)

Sankyū  Tekki Shodan 
 Bassi Dai 

Any Heian Kata 

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch –  Kumite freestyle
in Jiyu Dachi (2 matches) plus defend against 2 opponents with

signal Tameshiwari – one board break either kick or punch being
held

  Nikyū
Tekki Nidan

 Jutte 
Any previous kata  

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch –   Kumite
freestyle in Jiyu Dachi (2 matches) plus defend against 3

opponents with signal Tameshiwari – one board break each kick
and punch being held 

   Ikkyū Tekki Sandan
 Niseishi

Any previous kata 

Basics Jiyu Dachi - combination kick and punch – plus
demonstrate 4 way kick–  Kumite freestyle in Jiyu Dachi (2

matches) plus defend against 3 opponents w/o signal
Tameshiwari – one board break each with 4 different techniques
being held Technique – teaching and demonstrating a technique


